72. Friendship Poster Poems for Discussion and Display
There are 22 (A4) poems about friendships and relationships between friends. They can
be used to stimulate discussions about all aspects of friendships & relationships including
handicap, divorce, different ethnic origin, bullying, jealousy, low self esteem,
consequences of actions or words etc.
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What are friends like? (Friends are kind, friends are fun ……)
Best friends (we met up playing football ….)
Friendly Words (I’m going to build a sandcastle …..)
Someone (someone to talk with …)
Sally (Sally didn’t come to school today …)
Who? (who will never leave, always play, never hide ….)
Together Whatever the weather (Together we splash in the rain …..)
Let’s Talk (Lips are for speaking and smiling too …)
A Smile (a smile is such a lovely thing …)
Friendship (I fear it’s very wrong of me ….)
Truth (sticks and stones may break my bones but words can also hurt me …)
Runaway (I’ve quarrelled with Laura ….)
The New Lad (there’s a new lad in our class, all the way from China …)
Kieran ( Keiran can’t walk like the rest of us, he comes to school on a special bus ….)
It’s Not Much Fun (…. when you’re playing on your own ….)
Friend (my friend broke the window, my friend lost the ball )
The quarrel (I quarrelled with my brother …)
Sometimes (Sometimes I share things and every body says .)
Everybody (She’s good at everything …. I’m good for nothing..)
Two of everything (My friend Shola said ….)
New Year At School ( now we’re together as classmates ….)
Drop a Pebble In The Water ( …. And it’s gone but there’s half a hundred ripples circling
on and on and on …)

